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i. Introduction
Did you come here thinking that this business plan would do an
analysis on the ideal turnover per square feet that your coffee shop
should have in order to be profitable?
On the other hand, you might be thinking that this book would advise
you on the type of coffee that is best for your coffee shop. Nope, you
cannot find this here.
In fact, this is not the coffee shop plan that would advise you on the
usual elements that one associate with opening a coffee shop such as:
• Turnover per square feet
• Types of coffee
• Types of food
• Location to be chosen
• Number of employees
• Maximising the work Schedule
• Negotiating with Suppliers
To find the information above, there are probably hundreds if not
thousands of such business plan available in the market.
This is not what this book is going to touch on.
Here you would find the process flow to think about how to position
your coffee shop, know the important element in your coffee and
invest in them, and of course ways to grow your business.
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i.

The big picture

What is the most important thing when it comes to opening a coffee
shop? Most of us would tell you that it is the location. Is that really the
case?
Do you know that prime location is more competitive and definitely
more expensive? Now, asked yourself this question, have you driven a
long distance to visit a certain coffee shop for its food or desserts?
If you have, then you should realize that the USP (unique Selling point)
of a coffee shop is more important than the location.
In this book, I would share with you the learning that I have gathered
after assisting and working with many local coffee chains in starting
their operations.
Look at this as a cheat sheet, one that would assist you to avoid the
pitfalls and clarify your thoughts on what you need to do in order to
make some profit from your coffee shop start-up.
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i.

Plan in a page

Folks, these days are very busy, they look for instant solutions, while
there is no fast win to starting an F&B outlet, here is a one-page
checklist of the things that you need when opening a coffee shop:
1. A plan
Inside the plan is the theme of your coffee shop, the working area, the
serving area, the number of staff, the estimated turnover etc
2. The budget
Cash flow is the lifeline to any business, you need to maintain at least 6
months of cash flow for you business to grow and sustain the coffee
shop.
3. The source of income
Identify your source of income, the one that is going to make you the
most money. Protect it and ensure that the equity does not change.
This meant that the pricing of this item would always remain the same.
To attract the traffic, at times you need promotions and lost leaders,
but this product should always have a consistent pricing.
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4. The promotion
An area that is always lacking in many coffee shops, they do
promotions when there is some festivals, when sales are bad.
The fact is, any coffee shop should have a whole year promotional plan
so that their in-flow traffic is consistent.
5. The location
Many and in fact any person doing retail business would tell you that
location is the most important factor.
Note this: - everyone would be crowding for the best location and the
rental is going to be more premium in that area.
Think about it -it is true that every outlet in a prominent shopping mall
enjoys good business? I doubt so.
This is good to have but without it one can make a profit too.
PS: Yes, technically it is a “two page” plan, but that is the shortest I can
go...;0
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Section 1

The though process before the plan

1.1 Knowing the cost and profit centre
Before even starting a coffee shop, you need to know what your cost
is and what your profit center is. This is crucial to making money.
The tough part of course is in knowing which the cost is and which the
profit centre is.
Let me give you an example, for a posh restaurant, having a good set
of cutlery is important. It is what they stand for, their positioning.
This is their profit centre; they need to invest in it to make more
money.
For a quick service restaurant, this would be a cost centre, because
their USP (unique Selling point) is their fast turn around and not their
utensils.
Knowing what is your profit and cost centre leads to the right
investment and a better return.
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Generic example of cost centre:
• Kitchen equipment
• Furnishing
• Utility bills

• Cost of Goods
• Promotion
• Menu

• Your staff
• Chef
• Baristas

1.2 Invest in the right elements.
We are placing a lot of emphasis on the people that is operating your
coffee shop, the chef, the baristas and even the server.
They are the ones that would determine if the experience dinning or
drinking at your coffee shop is good or bad.
So, if possible invest in them.
Another crucial item that most coffee shop misses out is the menu,
they are the ones that if well done can make you money.
Highlight the items you most want to sell, otherwise, how the
customers would even know about it!
In addition, the most important profit centre that owner should always
invest in is promotion.
If possible, plan a one-year calendar and filled it up with promotion,
some months smaller, other months bigger.
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Section 2
Planning for the coffee shop

2.1 What is your plan?
There are probably thousands of books on planning and most are very
comprehensive so I would not go too much into this.
However, you would need to plan.
You need to have objective, strategies, tactical plan that is craft into a
workable schedule.
Things that you would need to consider for your plan includes: The
Theme, The Budget, The operation, The Suppliers
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2.2 The theme (USP)
In the "old" plan, this would include your usable area after factoring
10% for your kitchen and another 20% for your service area.
Then, you would need to calculate how much dollar per square feet
you need to achieve in order to breakeven and to make money.
This allows you to draw plan to get as many turn around as possible.
However, for us, we think a holistic theme is more important.
You need to give some thoughts to what is the experience you want to
deliver to your customers.
It is just low cost value meal or a relaxing soothing environment that
they can look forward to?
On the other hand, do you have a specialty that is not in your locality?
Take a reference from Starbucks: they invest in the Starbucks
experience.
They do not talk much about their coffee, but rather their people and
their outlets. Therefore, deciding the theme is important, as this is the
USP for the coffee shop.
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2.3 The budget
The can be segmented into three board areas: Money for Fixed Asset,
for operation, for Variable purchase
• Money for fixed asset
This money needs to start the business. For example the coffee
machines, the kitchen equipments, the furnishing and the renovation.
• Money for operation
This money is required to run the business. Also known as the cash
flow. This is for the transaction usage, while you expect inflow of cash,
a shop would need at least 3 days of cash to handle emergencies.
It is best to have at least 1-2 weeks of transaction cash flow in hand to
mitigate low cash inflow situation.
• Money for variable purchase
This is the money needed to make payment to procure goods, to make
into the final product, payment to employees and payment for the
rent.
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2.4 The operation
So, the big question is always, how many people do I need to keep a
coffee shop running?
Of course, you want to have the minimum strength that can keep the
coffee shop running yet keeping cost down.
For a 1000 square feet coffee shop, you would need at least 5 staff per
shift. One chef that does the cooking, two servers that helps to take
orders and buzz table (clear tables when customers leave).
Then, you would need a barista that would make the coffee and the
rest of the drinks.
Finally, you need a shop manager that would ensure that everything
runs smoothly; he or she would double up as cashier.
If a shift runs for 8 hours, and you intend to operate from 10am to
10pm, you would need at least nine employees, the shop manage can
come in at a later time.
He or she is more crucial when it comes to shop closing.
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2.5 The suppliers
Suppliers are important when it comes to managing down the cost of
your coffee shop and they played a big role in the marketing for your
outlet.
• Keeping the cost down -credit days
The most important thing that is on most coffee shop owners' mind is
how to lengthen the credit days. However, the fact is most suppliers
would never extend credit days for new customer.
For the first few purchase, you would definitely need to go for Cash On
Delivery (COD). Nevertheless, once they are used to you, asked for billto-bill, this means you only pay on the next bill, effectively freeing out
your cash for a few weeks.
You probably need a few months of transactions with the supplier
before going into a 30 days credit terms. This would not only better
your cash flow, it also makes easier accounting.
• Sponsorship
This is the most important area for a supplier. Most if not all supplier,
especially Food services supplier goes for sponsorship to increase
awareness of their brands.
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If you are not too fussy with other brands on your counter top, tables,
chairs and menus, you can categorizes and look for sponsors.
Each logo would provide you a few hundreds to a few thousand dollars
of cash flow, depending on your negotiation.
Sometimes, suppliers might pay in kinds, and you would get their
products free.

• Marketing
Most suppliers only go for sponsorship, but if you have a good
relationship with the supplier, they would even pump in marketing
fund to co-brand your products on advertisement and commercial.
Other than, the benefit of being associated with a familiar brand,
another value adds is cross promotion. For example, in a cross
promotion with Coca Cola, you have the benefit of being featured in all
their products across all the supermarkets.
This is very powerful exposure for a start up coffee shop.
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Section 3
Tips and hints

Broaden your network of stakeholders, i.e. when more companies or
individuals have an interest or stake in your coffee shop, more people
talked about you, your shop exposure is increased and ultimately more
inflow traffic and sales.
When you look for other stakeholders, they should be only one thing
in your mind -marketing. That is and should remain to be the main
purpose of you networking or looking for other stakeholders.
Here are some stakeholders you can take note, and networked:
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3.1 Government bodies
This segment would be the organization that governs food and
beverages, such as health and environment, although there might be
some non-government bodies like healthy living.
Look out for awards or tie-ups and try to get into them. For example,
making every Tuesday a healthy day (which serves food below a certain
calories) can potentially get you into nation newspaper.
Newspapers look to government and associations as sources of news.
So, competing in the awards given by these bodies and following up on
their causes is a potential marketing tool.
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3.2 Associations
For coffee shops, there are bound to be a few local associations, coffee
shops associations, restaurants associations etc.
This form of networking can bring you to the right supplier; bring you
in to joint promotions and even a massive marketing campaign.
Singularly, it is not easy for a coffee shop to advertise above the line,
but collectively it is possible not only to advertise, one can even do it
for the long term.
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Section 4
Hiring the Right People

4.1 Whom should you hire?
• The manager
Who is the most important person in the coffee shop, chef? He is
important, but he is not that important, that person is the coffee shop
manager.
Before hiring anyone, find and hire the coffee shop manager. He or she
should be a veteran in the industry, able to think on his feet and a good
communicator.
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Look for unique skill set but always be aware of replacements nearby.
Ideally, you would do the hiring with the consultation of the coffee
shop manager.
He is the one that draw the working schedule, look for replacement
when worker report sick and execute the experience that you as the
owner would want to communicate.
If you hire the right person, he would have access to chefs, servers, and
baristas, greatly reducing your hiring woes.
So, hire this position before any other
• The chef
This person would of course cook the dishes that tie in with your
theme. It is important to not go for too niche a skill set.
If only one person knows how to cook that genre of dish and that is,
the chef you hire, you would run into management issue.
For example, the chef did a good job and bought in good business, he
request a raise, you cannot refuse because you know that the next
thing is he would leave and you would not be able to run the
operation.
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• The servers
If you think, you can employ just about anyone for this position. Think
again, most F&B outlets faces problems because of high turnover and
high MC rate.
My recommendation is if your theme allows going for the older folks,
senior citizens are much better workers than the younger folks are.
They are hard working and follows order diligently.
Moreover, most senior citizens have a very warm smile, an important
element in the service industry.
• The barista
This is the person that makes the coffee and tea, but look for skill set
beyond that. Knowledge of coffee machines, latte art and simple
sandwiches preparation would be a plus for this position.
The boarder his or her skill sets, the less you need to tax your chef and
this would improve your peak hour turnaround.
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Section 5
Looking for location

5.1 Location, Location, Location -forget about it!
This section rather than showing you how to best calculate the ideal
return of investments on your rental would like you to exercise caution
when considering it.
Nevertheless, for those that bought the book solely for this purpose,
here is how it works:
1. Determine how much you need to breakeven per month: let say
$1000.00 in terms of sales
2. Determine how much profit you want to make, let say $500.00 profit
3. Next, determine the area that is use to serve customer. Most coffee
shops, need at least 10% as kitchen, 20% as service counter, so that
leaves 70% usable space.
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Out of a 1000 square feet outlet, you would have 700 that can make
money for you.
4. Then, you would use your breakeven sales and divide by the usable
space. $1000 divided by700 square feet. This would highlight how
much per square feet you need to make in order to break even.
**Note: You need to assess if this is even possible, in our example, we
would need to make $1.4 per square feet in order to break even per
month and one look, and it is very feasible.

5.2 How does the rental works
If you are in a building, the lower you are, the more expensive it is.
Therefore, first floor is more expensive that third and the fifth would
be the cheapest.
• Why should we not be bothered?
Think about it, regardless of how good the traffic is, you are still
restricted by the turn over that you can do, so most of the times, you
are paying for the slick marketing of the mall or building owner.
Their high traffic is not that much use to a small coffee shop that you
have.
If you have to be in the shopping area, go for shop front that is lower in
rent and get a bigger area instead of a premium but small shop front.
**Note: If your theme and positioning are well done and with the right
marketing, it does not matter where your outlet is, the crowd would
come to you. That is the law of attraction
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Section 6

Setting up the shop

If you are going into retail business, you must be aware that you are
not selling a product but an experience.
It is only with that mindset, would you be able to have a clear vision
what it is that is required for your coffee shop.
The whole theme of the coffee shop is very important
6.1 Theme of the shop
Other than objective, the theme of the shop is the most important, all
other elements are determine by the theme.
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There are generally 4 areas which your coffee shop theme would fall
into, they are budget, Age, class and location.
• Budget
If the theme of your shop is budget, it meant that you are selling your
coffee and food at an affordable price tier, margin is thin, and you
would need to maximise your turnover in order to stay afloat.
Going after this theme meant that you would need to streamline your
operation, taking orders over the counter and serving easy to prepare
food and drinks.
The highlight for this theme of coffee shop would be set lunch and
dinner and your sitting capacity has to be big and "not too
comfortable".
The last pointer is to discourage customer from sitting too long and
unoccupied seat used to serve another customer.
• Age
This meant that your coffee shop goes after a certain age
demographic, such as internet cafe that caters to the younger crowd.
There is also cafe meant for the senior citizen, cafe that is child friendly.
By structuring your cafe in this manner, it is easy to niche into an area
that is probably not covered. The danger is of course, the size of the
market might not be big enough to support the coffee shop.
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By focusing on certain demographic, you would need to ensure on the
product offerings that is suitable for this age group.
For example, while coffee is served in internet cafe, the bulk of sales
come from chips and soft drinks. In addition, soft drinks margin might
not be as attractive as coffee.
Different demographics would have unique issues such as one
highlighted above -so do take note.
• Class
While budget, go for the customers that are looking for value buy. With
a theme that focuses on class, meant that you are going after the well
heeled.
The theme would usually follow the blend of coffee served, Sumatran,
Blue Mountain, Kona or even Kopi Luwak.
The look and feel of the coffee shop designed after the origin of the
coffee.
The coffee and food served have to be high quality and in return, you
can expect your customer to pay a premium for it.
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• Location
This is probably not applicable to all areas, but in urban area, it is very
applicable.
You do not set the theme of your shop until you see the location for
that area. For example, if banks and other financial institutions
surround you, this meant a good opportunity for healthy living such as
salad.
Near to bus and train station, meant opportunity to go for bite size
takes away.
The location determines the theme and the product you are going to
offer.
6.2 The renovation
There are only two types of renovation, efficient or expensive.
All the themes would gear towards efficient renovation and only the
theme that requires a classy outlook would need to go for the
expensive renovation.
After all, if your theme is about "class" having a low cost renovation
just wouldn't do.
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6.3 The equipment
Again, for the equipment, you would need one that is fast for all types
of set up and one that need to be fuss over for the classy theme.
In all coffee shops, turnover is key. You always have only a limited
period to serve a large number of customers, so speed is crucial.
For a thousand square feet outlet, if you are looking for an espresso
machine, you would need about 2-3 group. For all other coffee maker,
get one that can dispense a drink in no more than 30 seconds.
If you go for the theme of class, the most important factor of the
machine is good looking. Machines such as La Pavoni would fit the bill
for such cases.
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6.4 Product mix
Knowing your product mix is important to earning good margin for
your business. Your food would most likely be the main draw, unless
your coffee is so special, i.e. Kopi Luwak.
Therefore, food has to be the one that gives you the better profit
though not the best margin. Here is how it works:
Beverages cost of goods is low, in terms of cents. Coffee per serve can
be as low as ten cents, and even after you factored in the variables, it
goes up to fifty cents.
Most coffee shops retail one coffee at about $2.00, calculate how
much margin that it.
Food on the hand is more expensive, rule of thumb is if you profit is:
50% of the selling price, it is acceptable.
For example, a club sandwich selling price is $5.00 and if you can
manage a profit of $2.50, it is good.
The costing highlights that it is important to use the beverage and not
the food as the lost leader.
Have you noticed that a set lunch is always just slightly more expensive
than the main course? The fact is, there are enough margins for the
drinks even if the drink is not selling at retail price.
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Section 7
Creating that winning experience

This is about the theme of the coffee shop, whatever theme that you
have chosen, in order for it to become an experience to the customers,
it must be holistic, Quality, Engaging.
7.1 Holistic
The experience do not stop at the customer leaving the coffee shop,
otherwise you would have a hard time trying to keep finding new
customers.
It is an experience for the customers, one that they can bring home
with them. If it is a budget value dinning, then they must know when
there is another great offer, or how about bringing in a friend to dine
free (getting more exposure for your coffee shop).
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To do this, many shops are having websites, face book pages to engage
and interact with their customers.
Too expensive, it is not for you.
Think again. You can build a simple site without any expert all by
yourself, at not more than $1 per day. Is it expensive?
Check out: Build website for less than a dollar
7.2 Quality
This is a given. In addition, it encompasses more than just the food and
drinks. In fact, high quality food and drink is the minimum standard
that one must have in order to open a coffee shop.
Depending on the theme of your coffee shop, the rest of it must be
high quality in order to deliver an exceptional experience.
The services, the ambience, even minor details like parking space are
all well taken care of, to excellent service.
For example, for anyone that wants an in-depth knowledge about
coffee, check out this: barista training course
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7.3 Engagement
So, after the customers have eaten your delicious food served by your
wonder staff, they leave the door and was given a voucher asking them
to take note of the website -is that it?
Of course, that is not all. Having promotion is not akin to interacting
with the customers.
Most companies uses websites and even social media as an extension
for them to do promotion.
The most powerful thing about websites, face book, twitter or any of
the social media platforms is interaction.
Think about this, if it is going to be Your coffee shop, how many things
can customers talk about? How much discussion can you put forward?
Go with your theme, if your coffee shop is about budget dining, then
perhaps you want to share tips on how to save on various items, even
if they go beyond the scope of your industry.
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Over-delivering seldom results in bad ending. It is only when you
become an authority in that theme, would you be able to generate
interaction and of course buzz for your coffee shop.
So, talk about the theme or niche that you are in rather than Your
Coffee Shop!!
Here are some sites that you can buzz about your coffee shop:
Buzz about it in Facebook Coffee page
Share it with Coffee lovers and coffee drinkers
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Section 8
Getting more traffic into your coffee shop

8.1 Human traffic -the lifeline to your business
To have human traffic, into your coffee shop, is to have business. That
is the reason why people are clamouring for the prime retail space,
that has tons of traffic.
Here are tips to bring in the traffic if you are in any of these three
situations:
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8.2 Prime retail space
Congratulations. Having spent a fortune, perhaps even hours of
convincing the mall owners that your coffee shop would add value to
them -you got the prime retail space.
You are inside a high traffic mall, at a low level and near to the bus
station of entrance of the mall.
However, many competing shop is shouting for the passerby attention.
What you need to do is to get a real good discount to get them to
come into your shop. My suggestion is to go further than that -give
them something free.
Here is the calculation; supposedly, you give every person that walk in
a free drink, which cost you $0.20.
Every 10 person that walks in buy $5.00 worth of produce from you,
and you earn $2.50.
Your cost for acquiring that customer is $2.00, and after deducting the
cost, you still earn $0.50, which without this promotion, you would not
even be earning anything!
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8.3 Prime retail mall
Well, you got into the prime retail mall, but you are very far away from
the action, on the top floor. Only customers that happen to shop there
would go there for a cup of coffee.
To get customers into your shop, you still need to give something free,
but since you cannot give it free in front of your shop (low traffic), you
have to do it with high traffic outlets!
For example, the clothing and stationary shops on the ground floor
does fantastic business. You can approach them and offer to give them
vouchers.
Tell them to give to any of their customers that make a purchase -this
would bring traffic to your outlets.
However, the cost would also be higher, other than the free drinks, you
need to factor in the printing and design cost of the vouchers.
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8.4 Prime retail area
Most of us would be getting an area that is near to the prime retail
area, but maybe two or even three blocks away from the prime
shopping mall.
The traffic is really spill over, and the main crowd remains at the prime
shopping mall.
If this were the case, you would need to do two things, have an
everyday special and advertise at the nearby train, bus stations and if
possible at the prime shopping mall as well.
The everyday special have to offer different free things (you need more
than drinks in order to attract the crowd), you can have 3 person, 1
dine free sort of special to bring in the crowd.
The main thing is to choose the area where you are posting the
advertisements and the message that you are saying.
It has to be loud and enticing enough for the person to walk 3 blocks to
your outlet.
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Section 9
Bonus Chapter – Getting Traffic in
lousy location

At the back your head, you would be thinking of -Advertisements!
Blast it on the radio, splash it on the prime newspaper and maybe even
buy a few slots on national TV. This should give you a very good
exposure rate.
That is true, but how much are you going to spend? A normal full-page
full colour advertisement on your local newspaper costs at least $50
000.00 per day.
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So, how much budget can you afford to throw in this direction?
Now, here are the few ways you can advertise -however, the last is the
best...
9.1 How many people can you reach in store?
Almost everyone that starts a coffee shop would do some in store
promotion. It might be a breakfast specials or buy this and get that
free.
It works and that is the reason why people are still doing them.
However, how many people can you reach?
Supposedly, your location is good and you place your promotion in
some place very visible, you probably get an uplift of 20-30% more
than your usual dining turnover.
There is a limit on how much this promotion can reach and assist in
your business. It is restricted by the number of people passing by your
coffee shop.
It is low in cost and easy to implement but effectiveness might not be
that good.
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9.2 How many people can you reach ABTL advertisement?
You can expect to get at least hundred thousand views. That is the
least any above the line advertisement can reach, if it is lower than
that, forget about this channel.
The large base of audience that they can reach is the reason for their
high cost. Of course, if measured in per exposure, the cost might seem
little .
However, think about it, how many advertisements can you really
remember after reading the newspaper? Not more than two, maybe
even lesser right?
The cost of producing and buying advert space is high. If you intend to
have some results, you need to run for at least a week or so, which
would cost you in the 5-figure region.
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9.3 Here is how many people you can reach with $50 per day!
So, what can you do with $50? Probably buy a few liner spaces on a
newspaper classified.
Yes, it is said that the newspaper is circulated to hundreds of
thousands of subscribers. However, who reads the classified?
Therefore, paying $50 for the classified is a total waste of money!
With the $50, we would suggest that you go and purchase a face book
ad. Yes, advertised within the face book itself.
It allows you to choose hobbies, affiliation, age, gender, geographical
location and many more. In short, your advertisement is going to be
much targeted.
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It gets better, you only pay when people click and visit your site and
check out your product.
That means, if the advertisement were being screen 10 000 times per
day, you would have exposed your brands that many times without
paying a single cents!
$50 for a classified ad that no one would read or $50 for real people
clicking into your site and reading about your coffee shop and many
free impressions that comes with it.
Here is a screen capture on the amount of money spend per day and
the number of impressions it has!

Note: One can get 6 million over impressions for less than $200.00!
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Section 10. Bye-Bye and drop me a note to keep in touch
Hope you have found this book useful and it has benefited you in some
ways.
I hope to keep in touch with you. It could be a feedback on your plan
or simple bantering, do drop me a mail at:
http://www.oncoffeemakers.com/contact-us.html or
http://www.facebook.com/wangzhilong
If you have a coffee shop and want some free publicity, feel free to
post it at:
http://www.oncoffeemakers.com/free-coffee-shop-business-plan.html
It would be circulated to our 50 000 RSS and Twitter followers.
Therefore, you get free circulation without spending a single cent!
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